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In theory, sound, temperature
and EEG waveforms might look
exactly the same as long as the
relative amplitudes matched, and
they were sampled at the same
relative rate.

Samples of What?



I For instance, the waveform produced by plotting temperature
against time (say, in hours) would look the same as the
waveform for an electrical wave that consisted of two signals,
one of which varied at, say, 100 Hz, and the other varied at
36.5 KHz (365 times higher).

I Hence we can analyse them in exactly the same way; only the
units are different.



I Recall that, because of the Nyquist effect, the maximum
number of cycles per x-axis unit should be no more than half
the number of samples.

I In other words, there should be at least twice as many
samples as there are cycles.

I Annual temperature generally has two cycles: an annual one
(winter is colder than summer) and a daily one (night is
colder than day). So, we should sample temperature at least
twice per day.



I There are two ways to obtain a waveform that we can analyse.
I One way is to load a recording from file. For instance, we can

load a WAV file thus:
>>[S, fs] = wavread( ’bells.wav’ );

I To play a sound, use the following:
>>p = audioplayer( S, fs );

I You can now control the sound using play(p), pause(p),
resume(p), and stop(p).
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I Recall that a complex waveform is comprised of numerous
pure sinusoidal waves each of a different frequency.

I So we can analyse a waveform by looking at what pure waves
it contains.

I We can create a histogram where each frequency bin indicates
how much of a pure sinusoidal wave of that frequency is
present.
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I The Fourier Transform produces a histogram with frequency
bins, also known as a periodogram or frequency distribution or
frequency spectrum.

I The units are arbitrary since all the Fourier Transform cares
about is the number of cycles — and they all look the same
regardless of the unit of the x-axis.

I In a sense, Fourier analysis gives the ratio of each frequency
to the sum of all frequencies.



dt = 1/fs
fft()⇒ df = fs/n



I Discrete Fourier Transforms (DFTs) are used for discrete
(digital, sampled) data.

I Fast Fourier Transforms are extremely efficient DFTs.



I fft() outputs a vector with a length that is equal to the
length of the input vector.

I The first element of the output vector contains the sum of all
the frequencies.

I The highest frequency in the output of fft() is the same as
the sampling frequency...

I BUT: the upper half of the output vector is a mirror image of
the lower half (due to the Nyquist effect), so is ignored. That
is, the highest detectable frequency is half the sampling rate.



Input Vector of Samples at Time Intervals

[
T0 T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 . . . Tn

]
⇓ fft()

Output Vector of Frequency Bins

[
Sum f 1 f 2 f 3 f 4 f 5 f 6 f 7 . . . fn − 1

]

Remember that we use only the first half (n/2) of the output
vector.



I To obtain a primitive plot of the frequencies present in a WAV
file, we might use the following code:

>>S = wavread( 'bells.wav' );
>>f = fft( S );
>>plot( 1:length(f), f );

I Ignore, for now, the warning about complex arguments.



I The longer the vector input to fft(), the smaller the step
between frequency bins (i.e. higher resolution).

I The faster the sampling rate, the higher the maximum
frequency that can be detected in the signal.

I The length of the input vector will be obvious, but you must
be given the sampling rate.



I From the sampling rate and input vector, you can calculate
the frequency interval and range for the output.

I Sampling interval = 1
sampling frequency

I Frequency interval = sampling frequency
fft() output length

I If you don’t know the sampling rate, you’ll still get the relative
frequency strengths, but you won’t know the actual frequency.



I Let’s say you have a signal recorded in a vector that is 100
elements long and recorded at 1,000 Hz.

I The frequency step will be 1000/100 = 10 Hz.
I And the highest frequency that fft() can detect will be

1000/2 = 500 Hz.



I We can use this information to improve the plot.
I The maximum frequency of the fft() output is the sampling

frequency.
I Given that frequencies up to only half of the sampling

frequency (the Nyquist rate) can be measured, we can ignore
the upper half of the fft() output:

f2 = f( 1:fix( length(f)/2 ), : );
plot( 1:length(f2), f2 );



I Say you want to determine if there are any sine waves below
50 Hz present in a signal vector 10,000 elements long, and
recorded at 50 Hz.

I The highest frequency detected will be 50/2 = 25 Hz, which
means you would not be able to detect half of the frequencies
of interest.

I The frequency resolution will be 50/10000 = .005 Hz, which
is a high (but wasted) resolution.



I fsamp indicates the rate at which the recording was sampled,
and the highest frequency in the FFT output vector.

I Dividing fsamp by the length of the FFT output vector gives
us the frequency increment between elements (fstep).

fft() Output Vector

[
sum(fn) fstep 2fstep 3fstep . . . fsamp − fstep

]



I f(1) contains the sum of all the data, which is equivalent to
the DC (i.e. a frequency of zero) component.

I Each subsequent element f(i) contains the amount of the
frequency (i - 1) * (fs/n) ‘CPX’, where n is the length of the
vector and CPX means Cycles Per X-axis unit.

I The last element contains the amount of frequency present at
the frequency one ‘bin’ below the sampling frequency. In
other words, fsamp − fstep.



I For example, suppose we use the command f = fft(v), where
the signal was sampled for 4 seconds at 256 Hz, giving 1024
samples.

I The frequency increment between each element is thus
256/1024 = 0.25Hz .

I Thus, the 101st element, f(101), stores the contribution of
frequency (101− 1)× 256/1024 = 25 Hz.



I We can use this information to add x-axis labels to our
frequency plot

>> n = length(f);
>>x = linspace( 0, 1, n/2 );
>>x = x * ( fs - (fs/n) );
>>plot( x, f2 );

I linspace( 0, 1, 20 ) generates twenty values evenly spaced
between, and including, zero and one.



I Frequency can relate to any dimension, such as time and
distance. But it is always CYCLES per dimension-unit.
>>Fs = 1000;
>>F = 100;

I To obtain a particular dF, given that dF = Fs/n, we need n =
Fs/dF = 1000/1 = 1000 samples in order to have dF = 1.
>>dF = 1;
>>n = Fs / dF;



I Duration of recording is in the dimension-units (e.g.
cycles/second means seconds, cycles/metre means metres).
>>D = n / Fs;

I Number of cycles to generate = D * F.
I Thus, a vector of 1000 samples of an F=100 sine wave

sampled at Fs=1000 is generated using the following
expression:
>>S = sin( 0 : 2*pi/(Fs/F) : 2*pi*D*F );



I Use n = nextpow2(length(v)) to chose n, since FFTs are most
efficient when the length of the input vector is an exact power
of two.

I If the input vector v is smaller than the specified number of
elements n, the remaining values are padded with zeros.

I Keep an eye out for frequency errors induced by selecting too
few true samples, or by inserting too many padding samples.



I The abs() function is used to obtain the true magnitude
(hypotenuse) from the complex (real and imaginary) value
returned by the fft() function.
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I To plot a spectral analysis, we need to perform an FFT, and
then adjust the results to suit the plot.

I Plotting the output of fft() produces a frequency spectrum,
showing the relative proportions of each frequency. Looks like
a graphic equaliser.



% Import sound file
[snd, fsamp] = wavread( 'sound.wav' );
% Perform an FFT on the sound vector
f = fft( snd );
% Get the number of samples
n = length( f );
% Calculate the frequency step
fstep = fsamp / n;
% Delete element containing overall sum
f( 1 ) = [];
n = n - 1;
% Convert to power
power = f .* conj( f ) / n;
% Max frequency for plot
fmax = 4000;
% Create a vector of frequency values,
% only elements where f < fmax
freq = ( 1 : fmax / fstep );
% fmax should be < fsamp/2
power = power( freq ) ;
% Plot Power against Frequency
plot( freq * fstep, power );

Spectrum of Middle C Square
Wave



I We set the upper index number for the plot by dividing the
maximum plot frequency by the frequency increment between
elements: freq = ( 1 : fmax / fstep )

Raw Frequency Vector[
1 2 3 . . . fmax/fstep

]
I We convert index number to frequency value by multiplying

the element index by the frequency step: plot( freq * fstep,

power)

Frequency Vector for Plot

[
1× fstep 2× fstep 3× fstep . . . fmax

]
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I As an example, let’s generate our own sample data, and
analyse it.

I We’ll create a year’s worth of atmospheric temperature data.
I We assume two cycles; a daily one, and a yearly one.
I We sample twice a day (every day) to capture the high

(afternoon) and low (night) temperatures.



I We assume a sinusoidal temperature variation over the day
and over the year.

I We assume the daily and annual cycles have equal amplitude
(temperature variation).





max_time = 364; % Length of recording
num_samp = max_time * 2; % Number of samples
samp_interval = (max_time + 1) / num_samp; % Time between samples
t = 0 : samp_interval : max_time; % Vector of sample times
tn = (t/max_time); % Normalised sample times
yt = sin( tn * 2 * pi ); % Yearly temp
dt = sin( tn * 2 * pi * 364 ); % Daily temp
at = yt + dt; % Resultant atmospheric temp
f = fft(at); % Do an FFT on the temps
f(1) = []; % Remove the sum element
n = length(f); % Determine max freq
amp = abs( f( 1 : n/2 ) ); % Convert complex values
plot(amp); % Plot...
ylabel('Amplitude');
xlabel('Frequency(Cycles/Year)');
grid on;
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MATLAB Help: Contents ⇒ Mathematics ⇒ Fourier
Transforms
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